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Gift Giving & Party Planning Guide
with Printables
Gift giving is my love language! I love to think about the special gifts to make or purchase for my family. In this eBook I will share some of my tips with you! They include time
saving, budgets, organizing your purchases (this comes in handy at Christmas) and looking
to the future when you run across a sale!
One of the best tips I can give is to know your prices. Some websites make things look like
they are on sale by slashing the “original price” and replacing it with a much smaller number. A quick look at other websites for a similar style or product will show you that the price
is the same across the board.
Another tip is download the Amazon app on your smart phone. You can take a picture of
a product at a store, and compare the price to Amazon. That saves a return trip. If the instore price is cheaper you can buy it on the spot. If it is cheaper online, check the return
policy before you make your purchase.
Recently the trend has been trying to emulate “Black Friday” in the Spring. What I have
learned is that the prices are not any cheaper. Check out special prices for educators — if
you are a teacher, or homeschool mom you can get discounts at some of the craft stores,
or online stores. I did find an online offer was more expensive than my in-store purchase so
do keep a list of prices handy!
As far as party planning — get a jump on the party by having a list of ideas and themes.
Keep reusable banners on hand. Several that say Congratulations, and Multi-colored
“Happy Birthday” signs work well. Get the kids involved. They love to help with everything
from the decorations to set up. Moms and Dads, put your perfectionism away, and let the
kids help! No one expects to walk into a perfect party, and the crooked or badly colored
signs and cards are always more touching then those store bought.
Have a wonderful time planning your gift purchases and party planning!
Blessings from my family to yours,
~ Felice Gerwitz, wife to one, mother of five, grandmother of seven and author/podcaster
and owner of the Ultimate Homeschool Radio Network
UltimateHomeschoolRadioNetwork.com

Gift Giving Charts
The charts on the following pages can be used to create gift giving lists that you can refer
to, before shopping for your loved one. On this list you can put ideas or suggestions. Be sure
to list the name and birthday!

List your things “to-do” as well as additional notes such as sizes. Don’t think you know the
size. For some items I wear a small, for others a large (such as jackets—I just like more room).
Also length of pants are very important.

Be sure to write down:
1. Birthday
2. Special Occasion Date
3. Shoe size
4. Shirt size (neck for boys/men) length of sleeves, etc.
5. T-shirt or long sleeve casual shirt size
6. Hoodie or jacket sizes
7. Pants or shorts size —and length
8. Dress size / skirt size

You can also use this to jot down ideas as they come to you, all year long. For example if
someone says they want to buy an item, jot that down. Even if they make the purchase before the “day” you will have a running list of likes in order to purchase similar products or
“add-ons.” For example, a new phone case, headset, or a pack of “favorite” pencils. There
are some things like calendar planners I purchase every July so it lasts an entire “school”
year. These gifts may fit someone’s birthday, or Mother or Father’s Day.

Keeping track of favorite colors is another important item to keep on your list. My girls loved
purple but not pink. My boys liked green and one of my sons liked orange. Who knew!
When I saw him pointing out orange t-shirts at the store soon learned he liked brighter colors.

Listen Carefully!

Be observant and print out extra pages for your children. Ask them to keep track as well
and teach them to listen, and watch carefully to catch clues that a family member may
give subtly about something they need.

Last, there are two categories of wants and needs. During different seasons of our lives we
had a very strict budget and many gifts at that time were hand made. I still treasure some
of those that have lasted through the years. Like the park bench that sits by my pond that
my son salvaged from someone’s trash. He replaced the rotting boards and painted the
wrought iron, and it was good as new! Gifts do not need to be expensive, but they should
be thoughtful and from the heart. I hope this guide helps!

Quick Gift Giving Smart Tips:
1. Be sure to write down the date of the event. If it is a birthday, write
down the person’s name.
2. Sizes — do you have these in a handy place? Can you access them
by phone/ computer/ online.
3. Smart phone? Set up alerts. One time, set it and forget it! You can
have it recur every year. Give yourself two alert times, one month and
two weeks, to allow planning.
4. Google Docs? You can set up a Gmail account and use Goggle Docs.
Here you can set up events and reminders easier than on your phone.
You can also copy others, via email address even if they do not have
a Gmail, email account.
5. You can set up a private document for gift ideas on Google docs,
then you can access this from your smart phone.
6. Shop sales. If you have a list on your phone of ideas.
7. Look online for comparison pricing. Don’t assume online is cheaper.
8. Be sure to check the delivery date if ordering online. Sometimes the
delivery dates are after the event.

Gift Giving Ideas—Instructions
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Member names
and birthdates
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GIFT GIVING IDEAS
Gifts such as clothing and shoes are not on this list. While those are often needed and wanted… I currently found a pair of expensive tennis shoes for 70% off the price and they are sitting in my closet for three months until I gift them to my son! Use your super-sale-powers and
always check the discount racks and shelves when you go into your favorite store.
You never know what you find. Use this list as a place to think of your own fantastic gifts!
And, if something you found that is an amazing gift is NOT on this list, please email me at Felice@MediaAngels.com and share your ideas with me!
Following are some of the favorite gifts I’ve given my family.

1. Gift Cards: You don’t have to know the person well to give a gift card, however if you do
know their likes and dislikes it does make it easier to give. Money always works well, when
you just don’t know what to give.
A. Book Store
B. Music like iTunes
C. Coffee Shop
D. Favorite store
E. $25.00 Cash gift card — avoid ones with large activation fees.
2. Subscriptions:
A. Audible
B. Kindle Unlimited or other eReader subscriptions
C. Streaming movie channels —like Hulu, or Netflix
E. Streaming radio channels
3. Coupons from kids to Parents
A. Neck messages

B. "Chore upgrade" coupons
C. Car wash and wax and vacuum
D. Flowers planted or garden weeded
E. Yard work
F. Cleaning windows or garage
G. House cleaning
4. Garden Gifts
A. Flower bushes
B. Mulch
C. Fruit trees and tree planted by professional!
5. Household and Family Gifts
A. Air hockey, pool table or ping pong table
B. Basketball Hoop
C. New balls—tennis, basketball, soccer
D. Slip and Slide
E. Media Center/ speakers
6. Devices
A. Sleeve for laptop
B. New phone case
C. eReader
D. Battery charger
E. Graduate — laptop computer
F. College Needs
7. Sporting Equipment
A. Tennis rackets and balls (lessons)

B. Baseball/ Softball gloves/ bats
C. Soccer equipment
D. Hockey equipment
E. Roller blades / ice skates
F. Skate boards
G. Bags to carry equipment
H. Accessories needed for sports
8. Lessons or Camps
A. Cooking Lessons
B. Art Lessons
C. Horseback Riding Lessons
D. Sports Camps
E. Bible Camps
F. Wilderness Camps
G. Water skiing/ or skiing lessons
H. Tennis lessons
I. Fencing lessons
J. Sailing lessons
K. Swimming lessons
L. Sewing lessons
9. Gift Baskets
A. Fruit gift baskets
B. Art gift baskets
C. Sewing gift basket
D. Beach gift basket
E. Flower seeds gift basket
F. Cookie Mix gift basket

G. Cookie Gift basket
I. Car washing gift basket
J. Bread or other baked goods gift basket
10. Arts and Crafts
A. Art and craft kits
B. Acrylic or Oil Sets
C. Brushes or canvas
D. Clay Pots — kits/ wheel
E. Paint by numbers
F. Easels
11. Music
A. Lessons
B. Instruments
C. CDs, or gift cards for downloads
12. Gifts You Make– Use your talents!
I’ve given or have received all of the following items, and I loved them! The best is for last.
Gifts you can make are by far my favorite! I’ve stared the gifts I’ve received. My family is
gifted in carpentry and I love to cook and paint — so it is a win-win for our family members.
My older kids have the gift of decorating. And, they’ve gifted me with a decorated bedroom! I hope this list jump starts your own ideas! Use your talents to give to other. The other
gift ideas below I’ve gifted to others.
A. Sew clothing *
B. Make a puppet stand
C. Paint a picture
D. Build a keepsake box *
E. Create a beautiful clock *
F. Create a keepsake cross *

G. Homemade cinnamon rolls
H. Homemade cookies
I. Build shelves *
J. Refinished iron wrought bench *
K. Refinished kitchen table *
L. Cookie mix in mason jars
M. Hot chocolate mix in mason jars
N. Teaching a craft or painting
O. Plant a garden (or herbs)*
P. Rock parking place *
Q. Decorate a room *
R. Paint a piece of tile with a great slogan
S. Paint a piece of wood with a great slogan
T. Use calligraphy and use a Scripture verse, frame
U. Create a piece of artwork with clay
V. Make homemade meals to give
W. Use inexpensive mugs, or mugs with sayings and fill with fresh flowers
X. Dip fruit such as strawberries in chocolates give on glass platter

GIVE AN EXPERIENCE AS A GIFT
An experience can be a wonderful gift! Whether it is a trip, a lesson or a once-in-a-lifetime
experience. Here are some suggestions to get you started. Here is a podcast on the topic
on Vintage Homeschool Moms — Experiential Gifts Podcast will be ready May 14th
The Best Experiential Gifts— from the VintageHomeschoolMoms podcast as well as other
podcasts on the Ultimate Homeschool Radio Network.
The Best Experiential Gifts
A trip – giving an experiential gift and making a lasting memory on a trip can be the most
rewarding with some planning. As a caution, I am not a fan of allowing your teens to travel
to far-off places alone, especially trips to the Islands, where cheap flights and hotels lure
many unsuspecting tourists. However, visiting as a family is recommended:
1. Hiking
A. Plan ahead.
B. Check the weather
C. Know the trails you will hike
D. Bring neem spray or bug repellent
E. Wear comfortable clothing
F. Bring food
H. Take lots of pictures
2. Camping
A. Plan ahead
B. Off the beaten trail
C. At the beach
D. Beach
E. One day trip
F. House rental
3. Extreme Sports
A. Cave exploration
B. Water Rafting
C. Mountain Climbing
D. Sky Diving/ Para Sailing

E. Sailing
F. Water Skiing
4. States Exploration
A. Planning Trips State Side
B. State Fairs
C. Rodeo
D. Williamsburg
E. Visit New York
F. Yosemite Park
G. San Antonio Texas
H. Grand Canyon
I. Theme Parks
5. Europe
A. Deals – DIY - Vacations to Europe
B. Packing tips - Great ideas here
C. Plan ahead for the best deals
D. Use a travel company

6. Staycation event
A. Visit your own town events
B. Family Camp Out
C. Nature walks
D. Star gaze
E. Back yard parties
F. Relax and enjoy your own home
7. Lessons
A. Art Classes
B. Cooking Classes
C. Tennis Lessons
D. Sports Training
E. Flying Lessons
F. Parachuting

Party Ideas
& Themes

Party Themes:
Large families like mine have a birthday, anniversary, or some other “day” to celebrate every month. Here are some parties you may want to have. The links below are for podcasts on
our network that cover these topics with details.
More party ideas upcoming on the Ultimate Homeschool Radio Network website. Be sure to
subscribe for additional planning bundles monthly here.
For themed parties around US Holidays visit Time and Date website here.

Birthday Parties:
Hawaiian Theme
Beach Theme
Game Theme
Sports Theme
Tea Party Theme
American Girl Theme
Bugs & Critters Theme
Trucks & Cars Theme
Campfire Theme
Puzzle Party Theme
For Teens:
Wild Sports Theme—activities are outdoors and sports related.
Theatre Theme—Listen to this podcast here.
Heroes for Jesus Party here.
Game Contest Theme
Christmas Parties:
Cookie exchange
Gift exchange
Secret Santa

Party Time!
Large families like mine have a birthday, anniversary, or some other “day” to celebrate
every single month! It seems like we are having parties all the time. I learned quickly to
make things that I can use for all parties as well as to have things on hand that are reusable
like candles, table cloths, home made napkin rings, two colors of cloth napkins, platters,
helium balloon tanks, and various serving items! I also purchase reusable banners. I made
them for years and spent hours taping banners together! I finally learned that the dollar
store had banners that were one dollar and reusable. I often reuse generic plastic table
cloths as well—I place them over a cloth tablecloth and they look great.
Here are some of my ideas, that have been used for years and years! You can purchase
things on sale. I host every Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter celebration I’ve also hosted
Family reunions at my home. It can be as small as six—my current family size up to 50+. And,
I do this on a shoestring budget. My sister-in-laws and I split the cost for our family reunion
which included food, and it cost each of us $125. There were five of us. This included food,
decorations, fresh flowers, quirky coffee mugs with flower arrangements, and a hired photographer! We were so pleased we could share the costs and the party was amazing. Lots
of finger foods for the kids.
When you purchase items you must have places to store them! Check out VintageHomeschoolMoms.com for many money saving ideas.

Decorations:
1. Candles. They make everything look great. I don’t light them, but I use them for decorations. I have white and yellow candles and make them work for any party!
2.

Balloons. Using helium helps, but this must be done last minute or within thirty minutes of
parties starting. They don’t last long.

3.

Flowers. Fresh flowers make everything look better. If you have them in your garden all
the better. I use baby’s breath as filler—it is cheap, a big bunch is about $4.00 and it
goes far! I also buy all of one kind of flower whenever I can. That makes it look uniform
and pretty. I use small vases, yes it is a bunch of cutting but I can use less flowers and it
goes further.

4.

Branches—if you live in a wooded area and have dead tree branches they work wonderfully as decorations. If you have a place to store them, great. If not that is difficult but
can still work. If you are not storing the branches use them naturally. Place in a bucket
of sand, or mix plaster paris and fill a plastic disposal bucket. Plant the tree in the plaster
and be sure it stands straight. This will be your base. You can cover it with a towel, or

some other fabric. We have 12 large 24’ x 24” squares of silver fabric we used for my
daughter’s wedding (over 12 years ago) and this is what I use for everything! Decorate
the tree branches with little white lights. If you can store the branches you can spray
paint them with silver or gold paint. Decorate with lights.
5.

Cloth tablecloths: I have gold and red. The red is for Christmas and the other gold works
for “harvest” time at Thanksgiving, or “celebration,” for Easter. I use the yellow candles at
Thanksgiving—sometimes Easter. White is for Christmas which goes with the flowers I use,
white and green.

6.

Plates. I have clear glass plates, or if I have a huge crowd I purchase heavy-duty plastic
plates and plastic wear, as much as I like to recycle I just don’t have enough “real” stuff
for larger parties. The clear plates work with everything!

7.

Banners. I have some dollar store banners that say Congratulations and Happy Birthday.
For Easter I create homemade banners off the computer. In last month’s printables I included those banners. You can make banners easily with any word processing software
and if you create the words in bubble letters like this the kids can color them!

Food:

1. Keep it simple. Something like burgers and hot dogs are everyone’s favorites and easy
for a big crowd. For fancier dinners like Easter I bake a ham and make scalloped potatoes and mac and cheese (little kid favorite). Thanksgiving is it’s a small turkey and ham.
For Christmas it is a roast and ham. We always serve lasagna for every family holiday. It is
tradition.
2. Snacks: This is the whole idea of a party—it’s the treats! Or it is around here. Chips and
salsa go far, pretzels, cheese, olives, pickles, grape tomatoes, grapes, melon balls, veggies like carrots, celery, broccoli, etc.
3. Dips: homemade ranch dip is the best with real buttermilk. There are a ton of recipes
online but I actually like the original mix you buy! Cream cheese spreads are great. Our
family favorite is a lump of cream cheese and some heated red pepper jelly. Pour the
red pepper jelly over the cold cream cheese and serve with crackers. Italian salad mix
and cream cheese at room temp, or cream cheese and a dried onion soup mix.
4. Hot appetizers: Favorites include gouda cheese wrapped in crescent rolls. Four pieces of
the crescent roll dough, wrapped around the cheese and baked until hot and bubbly.
Serve with a small knife and crackers or as a stand alone. Spinach dip another favorite
hot, I like the dry vegetable soup, Knorr recipe best made with frozen or fresh spinach
and baked. Bagel bites are a kid favorite and mozzarella sticks.

5. Gluten free options: Some of my family members have dietary restrictions. Check with
them about the best options. I buy some crackers and snacks that work for them.

Party Ideas:

1. Family favorites are scavenger hunts. You can create these ahead of time and have
them ready for the next family or birthday gathering. See following instructions for scavenger hunts you can use—or at least copy!
2. Bouncing balls — all kinds. Kids love these and the bigger the better. I had those punch
balls that I bought in bulk at places like Oriental Trading company online. These are fun
for all ages.
3. Helium balloons. You can use these in bunches, tie to the chairs, or use tie them to a
weight for dessert tables. Keep handy something you can tie to the balloons when the
kids come over and want their own balloon! Have extras on hand so that when the balloons escape you can replace them. Filling your own is pennies compared to buying
them in a store.
4. Glow sticks. When evening comes these are a great going home gift for the kids. Ask
parent’s permission first.
5. Slinky — again, buy in bulk. These are great to have on hand and the kids love them!
6. Crafts— the kids like to tie-dye shirts, or create mobiles, color, or play with slime. These
types of activities keep the kids busy, contained and having fun, while the adults socialize. You can hire a friend’s older teen to supervise.
7. Board games: Set up board games such as checkers and chess and have “play-offs”
the kids can begin and then the winner stays as another opponent comes to play. The
other kids can play cards such as Uno or Go Fish. You can have prizes for the winners or
take home packs of cards for all the kids. Again—bulk is the way to go! I look for deals
all year!
8. Outdoor activities: water balloons, water balloons used in games of catch, slip and
slides, etc. when the weather gets warmer.
9. Outdoor games: freeze tag, and hiding tag game — make up your own rules. In the version my kids made up, they played hide and go seek, when you found the person you
had to stay there with them, until the next person came along and found you. The
“group” with the most kids wins.
10. Slip and slide, sprinkler or water games outdoors.
11. Contests — making paper airplanes, the one that flies the furthest wins. Musical chairs.

This old favorite is sill enjoyed by all. Bean bag toss games— winner gets the most point.
These games cost pennies and are so much fun. The winner can get an candy bar—I
know, candy is bad for you, but on occasion it is fine as long as there are no allergies.
You may want to have small plastic trophies on hand if you want to avoid food. These
can be ordered from the Oriental Trading Company or other companies online.
12. Obstacle race: Set up an obstacle course and give the children a plastic spoon to carry
in their hands, or make it more difficult by having them hold it in their mouth. Use a plastic egg or a real, raw egg (for outdoor activity only!) The child who keeps his egg on the
spoon and makes it to the finish line wins. Rules: you can not touch the egg with your
hands.
13.

Water balloon toss. Partner children in pairs of two, facing each other. Use filled water
balloons (again an outdoor activity) and have the children lightly toss the balloons to
each other. Move a few feet apart and continue. The pair who gets the furthest apart
and still has a balloon intact wins. Keep a bucket of filled water balloons handy. You can
buy tools to fill them quickly!

14. Use for themed parties. Have a picnic breakfast, lunch or dinner. Lay a blanket on the
floor and serve finger foods. Use juice boxes for the children or some type of spill proof
cups. Make the food simple. Buy cereal in small boxes and eat from the container. Have
fresh fruit such as grapes or melon. Use paper plates.
15. Have a baking contest. Each guest can bring or make a special dessert. You can have a
contest for the best looking, the highest desert, the one with the most chocolate. The
smallest dessert, etc. Everyone can place an anonymous vote.
16. Play games. Parties are a great time to set up chess and checker tournaments. Figure
one board per two kids. You can buy checkers sets inexpensively and gift your party goers with boards when they leave. Look for woven boards, or if you are crafty make your
own and purchase sets of checker or chess pieces online.

Date
Completed

Party Planning List
Quick tips:
Gather the troops, get all the help you can. Let your spouse and your children
know what to expect. Allow guests to bring a food to serve, dessert, drinks, or
activities to play.
Invitations can be sent via online methods or phones. You can send it using a
system such as Evite.com or email , text messages, phone calls or written via
mail.
Menu: Keep it simple. Either prepare ahead and freeze or buy prepared. Don’t
try a new recipe for a party. Use tried and true recipes. Great meals consist of
a meat that can be grilled, or oven baked ham, casseroles and sides. Salads
such as tossed and fruit are crowd pleasers. Cheese crackers and dips are
great simple appetizers.
Purchase food near the party date to be sure it is fresh, especially salads and
fruits. Use watermelon shells as bowls to serve for easy clean up. Serve desserts
in disposable cups, plates or bowls.

Decorations: Fresh flowers should be purchased no sooner than two to three
days before the event. If you live in a hot weather climate like I do, be sure to
keep flowers in a cool place. You can easily keep it for one day before arranging.
Clean up: Use paper or plastic whenever you can. If you insist on glass plates
be sure to assign clean up help.

Drinks: Lemonade, fruit juice and prepared ahead punch work well. Adults like
coffee or tea, or water with fresh lemons.

Date
Completed

Party Planning List
Party Theme: Special items needed

Guest list and invitations purchased.

Menu:

Foods to purchase:

Decorations on hand:

Decorations to purchase:

Game or Activity List:

Other:

Date
Completed

Party Planning List
Special Activities — pictures, a speech, crafts, games

Invitations sent by date

Food—Make ahead

Decoration Prep:
Do ahead:

Do day of:

Food to prepare day of party

Set out food—time and what first:
Before guests arrive:

When guests arrive:

Before main meal:

Dessert me:

Game or Activity:
Who is in charge?

When will this take place?

What games?

Will there be winners—how will you handle this?

Other:

SCAVENGER HUNT PLANNER
Plan your scavenger hunt. When will you work thought all the quesons on the previous page? Make sure
you plan dates by marking it on a calendar.

To Do
Determine where you will hide the “treasure” or “object” irst.
Where?
How will you write your clues? On index cards so they are all the
same? On the computer so you can cut the clues into strips and use it
as a template for another time?
Work backwards. Look at the clues leading up the the inal one.
Plan how many clues you will have.
I will have ___________ clues.
Plan clue locations. You can place clues in hidden locations such as in
the kitchen utensils draw if you give enough of a clue to get the person there. Do you have your locations? Write them down:

Take turns writing different clues and then test them out on each other.
Do a dry run of your scavenger hunt, and be sure the clues are all
clear.
Do any of your clues need to be rewritten? Analyze the results. What
worked and what did not. If something did not work well, rewrite the
clue and try again.
Hide the inal object.
Host your scavenger hunt.

Date

Check

SCAVENGER HUNT
Be sure to mark all the places where your treasures are hidden. Also write out your clues on this sheet of paper and number the clues to match the order people will ﬁnd them. Have fun! Remember X does not always
mark the spot—yet somemes what looks like the easiest spot for the ﬁnal clue is the hardest because no
one will think to look there. Remember SAFETY ﬁrst!

Graduation Planning
Every graduate is different, one of my children wanted a party including all of
her friends through her homeschool years, and some of my children only
wanted a family celebration. Be sure to check with you graduate and allow
your child to help you plan their special day!
From Gina Glen —Guest Blog Post “Home for Learning”

Tips and Tricks I’ve Learned Along the Way
One of the beauties of homeschooling is the ability to keep the public school traditions you
want and scrap the rest. Make new ones! These are some tips and tricks for graduation
and graduation parties that I’ve learned that might work well for you, too.











Order invitations early. Include your graduating senior in the selection process.
Invite everyone and include an RSVP envelope and card. No everyone will attend, but
everyone likes to honor the graduate.
Create a Facebook group to keep everyone on the same page with planning.
It’s a one-day event to commemorate years of work. Focus on what will make a
memory.
If you’re planning the party outdoors, have a back up in case of rain.
Keep a short window of time for the open house. This keeps food fresh, you from being
overwhelmed, and guests happier. No one says it has to be an all-day event.
Have a discussion with your teen about the potential monies they may receive and
plan to put them to use. This can be a savings account or towards school.
Don’t spend a bazillion dollars. Do Graduation on the Cheap.
Think about gifts your graduate will actually love. Don’t guess, ask them.
Bring tissues! It doesn’t get any easier with each one that graduates.

Additional Insights:






Create a banner graphic for the graduate. You can use sites such as Vista Print or inexpensive website. I like Vista Print because you can arrange the pictures easier than on
other sites.
Create a book for your graduate with pictures through the years. My sons and daughters played sports so finding pictures handily to use was easy!
Have a large photo frame, insert, that can be signed by all in attendance. Take a
group photo to place in the frame later as a memento of the day.
Have thank you cards ready. Hand the envelopes to all guests to address. That way the
graduate has the addressed cards ready to send a thank-you note. Easy, quick and this
will hopefully guarantee they follow through with this task.

Happy
Birthday

Happy
Graduation

